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UMBERTOEco,

'During these six days we have spoken about semiotics. Therefore semiotics
exists.' Thus said Umberto Eco in his concluding statement to the ist International Semiotics congress held in Milan in June 1974.1 And indeed, in Milan,
semiotics did exist and was representedby many scholars from many different
countries, as well as by such diverse disciplines as architecture,painting, music,
literature, linguistics, philosophy, non-verbal communication, anthropology,
and mass-media. The two works under review here attest to the existence of
semiotics in that one traces its historicaldevelopmentwhile the other proposesa
theory of semiotics.
de la semiotiqueis the written
RomanJakobson'sCoupd'oeilsurle diveloppement
version of the opening statement which he delivered to the Milan Semiotics
congress. It is a very useful little book in that it places modem semiotics in a
historical perspective while at the same time presenting Jakobson's personal
conception of semiotics. Jakobsonpoints out that the question of the sign and of
signs is an ancientone and that semiotic problemshave been takenup by thinkers
from antiquity, through the Middle Ages, to the Renaissance. He discusses
brieflythe conceptionsof the foundingfathersof semiotics, indicatingsimilarities
and differences in their views: Locke, Lambert, Hoene-Wrofiski, Bolzano,
Husserl, Peirce, and Saussure. It is striking to notice that scholars such as
Lambert already had a very modem conception of the scope of semiotics, in
that they advocated the study of non-verbal communication. Similarly it is
interesting to read the following remarks that Peirce made to his epistolary
friend Lady Welby: 'Perhaps you are in danger of falling into some error in
consequence of linmitingyour studies so much to Language'(quoted by Jakobson: 7). After this historicalsketch, Jakobsonproceedsby calling for a semiotics
which would study all the differentsystems of signs and cautionsagainstmaking
semiotics a synonym of linguistics and against making languagethe model for
[I]

Now published as Eco

(974).
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the study of other semiotic systems. He notes that even within language itself,
each level: phoneme, morpheme,sentence, sequence of sentences, text, dialogue
is govemed by its own specific propertiesand that for each system there must be
a specific method. As far as art is concerned, be it temporal (music, poetry),
spatial (painting, sculpture),or spatio-temporal(theater,circus, mime), it can be
iconic, indexical, or symbolic; but it has a particularcharacteristic:parallelism,
which has to be added to Peirce's triadic model. In fact, accordingto Jakobson,
abstract painting and modern music cannot be understood without the concept
of parallelism. This concept of parallelism, which is recurrent in Jakobson's
work, is of utmost semiotic significance in that esthetic productions involving
systems of distinct types of signs can be understood in terms of principles of
parallelism,principles which cut across and relate these systemis.This concept
has not yet been fully exploited and thus Jakobsonis quite right to keep calling
attention to it.
Jakobson summarizes his work with the following goal for semiotics:
'La semiotique ou, autrement dit, la science du signe et des signes, Science of
signs, Zeichenlehre,a le droit et le devoir d'etudier la structure de tous les types
et systemes de signes et d'6claircirleurs divers rapportshi6rarchiques,le r6seau
de leurs fonctions et les propri6t6scommunesou divergentesde tousles systemes
en question' (I8-I9). This is precisely the task that Umberto Eco undertakesin
his proposed theory of semiotics.
Eco's A Theoryof Semioticsis an impressive work, which, in its present form,
is the rewriting and reworkingof previously published work and the result of
reflectionsthat go back to I967. Eco's project is to study the whole of culture
and to view an immense range of objects and events as signs. Through such an
endeavor,he aims at tracingthe limits of futuresemiotic researchand at suggesting a unified method for approaching seemingly quite disparate phenomena.
One of the majorhypotheses governing his researchis that semiotics studies all
cultural processes as processes of communication. He lists as constituting the
field of semiotics, disciplines ranging in study from 'natural' phenomena to
more 'culturally' elaborated systems: zoosemiotics, olfactory signs, tactile
communication,codes of taste, paralinguistics,medical semiotics, kinesics and
proxemics, musical codes, formalized languages, written languages, unknown
alphabets, secret codes, natural languages, visual communication, systems of
object, plot structure,text theory, culturalcodes, aesthetic texts, mass communication, and rhetoric.
According to Eco's semiotic view of culture, every cultural entity becomes a
semiotic sign. But Eco insists that these signs should not be studied in the abstract,that one cannot conceive of the pure competenceof an ideal sign-producer.
Rathersocial phenomenamust be consideredas elements subject to change and
restructuring.He argues that a semiotic approach should be governed by an
indeterminacyprinciple.
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In the context of his semiotic approach to culture Eco deals with crucial
questions such as: what is a sign, what is the relation between signs and codes,
and how are signs produced, decoded, and interpreted?Eco proposes that instead of saying that it is codes which organize signs, it is more correct to view
codes as providing the rules which generate signs as concrete occurrences in
communicative intercourse. Furthermore, a sign-vehicle conveys many intertwined contents and what is commonly called a message is in fact a text whose
content is a multilevelled discourse. What is the referentof a sign? Accordingto
Eco it is an abstractentity, an interpretant,which is only a culturalconvention,
a cultural unit. And culture proposes to its members an uninterruptedchain of
cultural units encompassing other cultural units, for culture continuously
translatessigns into other signs.
Eco postulatesthe following methodologicalassumptions:
(i) meanings are cultural units;
(2) these units can be isolated thanks to the chain of their interpretantsas
revealed in a given culture;
(3) the study of the signs in a culture enables us to define the values of the
interpretantsby viewing them in a system of positions and oppositions;
(4) semantic fields are useful tools for explaining significantoppositions.
For Eco, every aspect of culture becomes a semantic unit which is inserted
into a system. A most important question for his semiotic theory then is: what
kind of semantic theory should be utilized for the analysis of such systems?
Eco examines and rejects the Katz and Fodor model with a series of doleances,
significantlyborrowingthe term from the TiersEtats, who wrotetheir complaints
to the kingjust before the 1789 revolution.Instead, he proposes a revisedsemantic model which would account for both verbal and non-verbal signs. This
revised semantic model proposes to insert into the semantic representationall
coded connotations depending on correspondingdenotations as well as contextual and circumstantial selections. Anticipating the objections that might be
raised against such a broad model, Eco insists that not all connotationsbe taken
into account, but only coded connotationsand that not all possible occurrences
of a given sign be considered, but only those which are culturallyand conventionally recognizable as the more statistically probable. The methodological
principleof semantic researchthat Eco proposesis the following: the description
of semantic fields and semantic structures can only be achievedby studying the
conditions of significationof a given message, and therefore a semiotics of the
code is in the service of a semiotics of sign production.
Eco, like Jakobson,feels that one of the most disturbing features of semiotic
studies, past and present, has been the interpretationof varioussign systems on
the basis of linguistic models, using principles of double articulation,binarism,
and phonological parameters.Eco insists that it is wrong to conceive of every
sign system as being based on a code similar to the verbal one. As an example,
80
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he notes, as have other scholars, that color systems and olfactory signs are not
organizedby discrete but by gradatedentities. He argues that there exist many
sign systems that do not function accordingto the principleof double articulation.
In fact, he proposes using semiotics as a means of providing a typology of sign
systems; accordingto such a typology, languageis relatedto other sign systems,
rather than being an a priori model for them.
Eco is concerned with the problem of decoding. Reflecting on the process of
apprehending or interpretingsigns, he distinguishes two activities: overcoding
and undercoding.Overcodingis either an over-analysisfrom within the system,
or a mis-analysis from outside the system; undercoding is an assumption that
signs are pertinentunits of a code in absence of pre-establishedrules, that is, it is
an imprecise, and still rough coding. Eco's examples deal with individuals
decoding both familiar and unfamiliarsign systems, and demonstratethat the
two processes go on at the same time and that in fact it is often difficult to
judge whether one is overcodingor undercoding.These notions seem worthy of
reflectionby semioticiansand more precisely by anthropologists,both for crosscultural studies and comparisonsand for analyzing the misunderstandingsand
conflictsthat occur in communicationwithin moderncomplex societies, societies
in which various and overlapping sign systems exist. Thus Eco warns us that
the same message can be decoded from differentpoints of view and in reference
to diverse systems of conventions.
In all of his remarks,Eco militates against a static conception of signs; not
only is a sign the product of many intertwined contexts, but it is itself not a
fixed entity. Works of art suggest that the semantics of a sign system can be
ordered in different ways; works of art thus change or manipulatethe ways in
which culture perceives the world and indeed can modify individuals' concrete
approachto states of the world. Even in everyday, non-artistic occurrences of
signs, there are examples of what Eco labels ideological code-switching2which
modify our semantic universe. Thus he analyzes in semiotic terms the displacing
of emotionalconnotationsassociatedwith cyclamates- from positive and healthful sugar substitutes to dangerousand cancer-producingones. Eco argues that
the labor of sign production releases social forces and itself represents a social
force. For him, semiotics is a forn of social criticism and one of the forms of
social practice.
Readersof Languagein Society will be familiarwith many of Eco's proposals,
but will know them under other rubrics and other terminologies, those of such
disciplines and approachesto linguistic and communicativebehavior as semantics, pragmatics,sociolinguistics, and social interaction. And indeed, Eco quite
[2] The term code-switching here has to be understood as a historical change in the significance of a sign, brought about by a variety of causes. Eco thus uses code-switching
differently from the way this notion has come to be used in the sociolinguistic literature,
i.e. the altemation of languages, dialects or registers by members of a speech community.
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consciously draws on all of these. What is newer for the American reader is
that Eco views all manifestationsof cultureas semiosis, and that for him semiotics
is a unified method which can deal with phenomena which, at first glance,
might seem very differentfrom one another.He is quite awareof this impenalistic characterof semiotics, but deems it necessary,as does Jakobson.At the same
time, however, he placed limits on semiotics: he refuses to indulge in psychoanalysis and notices rightly that Julia Kristeva, who tries to account for the
unconscious, does semanalyse but not semiotics.
Eco can also be placed within a trend that opposes itself to the abstractformalism which manifested itself in certain schools of language philosophy, in
much of structural linguistics and early stages of generative grammar,and in
structuralism generally. Such abstract formalism is now being criticized in
many quarters, often independent of each other, and is being replaced by approaches which insist on pragmatics,on social contexts, on conditions of sign
formationand sign production,on speech and communicativeacts, on text and
discourse, and on emergent structures rather than on static ones. As a strong
proponent of the new trend, Eco is very much aware of the complexities of
communicationand refuses to simplify or reduce for the purposes of seeming
formal elegance. Eco's very erudite and provocativebook draws on philosophy,
linguistics, sociology, anthropologyand aesthetics and refers to a wide range of
scholarship,both Europeanand American. It raises many fascinatingquestions
which merit considerableprobing. The field is ready for further research.3
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MELVIN

This brief report serves two purposes and serves them both excellently. On the
one hand, it representsan internalstock-taking,reviewingand interpretingsome
[3] In addition to his own writing on semiotics, Eco edits a journal of Semiotics: VS, the
first issue of which appeared in 1974. VS includes not only articles dealing with particular
semiotic analyses, but also very useful bibliographies presenting the research of Eastern
and Western Europe as well as Brazil and Israel in the various subdisciplines within
semiotics.
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